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. “V uncertainty to that direction. We desire в hearing before 
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?I?fTIjr-eteSd- We «і»0 <«elre tenders be 

,for Pettlngeti wharf. Explicit letter 
to city follows, and writer follows letter.

N. L. NEWCOMB,
General Manager.
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near Mr. Newcomb when he came 
here, and Aid. Tufts suggested that 
he be so notified and told that
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For some three hours yesterday Sir 
Mackenzie Bowell made things un
pleasant for the minister of Justice 
and his associates. Sir Mackenzie did 
not get excited. ’

vengeance. Modestly claiming credit 
to toe senate for saving of a million 
or two by throwing out the Drum
mond deal of last year, Sir Mackenzie 
showed that the chamber was still 
prepared to do its duty. Yet in his 
remarks about; toe possible action of 
the house on the franchise bill he 
showed that he did not propose to In
fringe on any matters especially be- 
longtag to toe house of commons or 
which could if wrong be easily made 
right by subsequent legislation.
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